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ABSTRACT
An analytical study of the fluid mechanical and thermal properties
of a cooling film injected through a row of inclined, round holes is
presented. The strength of the contrarotating vortices which develop
inside the jets, the interaction between vortices of neighboring jets,
the mixing between the coolant and the main flow due to both the vortices
and the turbulence, and the laterally averaged adiabatic cooling effective-
ness of the film are calculated. A good agreement is shown between this
model and the available experimental data.
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NOMENCLATURE
DO  Diameter of the holes
s Spacing between the holes
B0  Angle of the holes with the 
wall
6 Thickness of the upstream boundary layer
D Large diameter of the cross section of the jet
B Small diameter of the cross section of the jet
C Circumference of the cross section of the jet
R Radius of curvature
A. Area of the cross section of the jet
Angle of the jet
h Thickness of the layer
h Distance from the wall of the inflection point
of the concentration or temperature profile
u Upstream main flow velocity
u0  Upstream main flow velocity outside the boundary layer
u. Jet velocity (average)
uL Velocity in the layer (average)
uT Velocity of the main flow tangential to the jet
uN Velocity of the main flow normal to the jet
p Main flow density
pj Jet density (average)
PL Density in the layer (average)
T Main flow temperature
T. Jet temperature (average)J
Temperature in the layer (average)
Wall temperature (adiabatic)
Entrainment of the main flow
Entrainment coefficients
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Drag coefficient
Complex potential
Stream function
Dilution parameter in the jet
Dilution parameter at the beginning of the layer
Dilution parameter in the layer
Overall dilution parameter
Adiabatic film cooling efficiency
Strength of the vortices
Mass flow entrained by the vortices
Mass flow entrained by turbulent
Turbulent diffusion coefficient
Concentration
Turbulent viscosity
Velocity mixing length
Concentration mixing length
Turbulent Schmidt number
Heat transfer
Heat transfer coefficient
Sjouj0Density velocity ratio m = pu
Subscripts:
j in the jets
jO at the beginning of the jets
L in the layer
LO at the beginning of the layer
w at the wall
T relative to the vortices
iso isothermal
a adiabatic
c coolant
R reattachment
Superscript:
- average
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A model of the interaction between jets issuing from a row of inclined
round holes and a main flow is presented.
A pair of contrarotative vortices is created inside each jet.
The entrainment of the mainstream into the jets is due to these vortices
and to turbulent diffusion.
When the momentum of the jets is large enough, the jets separate from
the wall. To keep the strength of the vortices constant, the main flow
is deflected downward in the vicinity of the jets. The jets are turned
partly by viscous entrainment and partly by pressure forces acting on the
jet boundary. If the momentum of the jets is not too large, the jets
return to the wall and reattach.
At a distance from the holes depending upon the spacing between the
holes, the jets are contiguous. Once the jets are contiguous and have
reattached to the wall, the fluid issuing from the holes and the entrained
fluid constitute a layer over the plate.
The path of the jets, the growth of the layer, the trajectory of the
vortices, the velocity and temperature profiles and the film cooling
effectiveness are computed in a step-by-step calculation.
CHAPTER II
ANALYSIS
Jets issue from a row of round holes (spacing s and diameter D ) with
an average velocity uj0 and a density pj0 at an angle 80 (Fig. 1) and
penetrate into a main-flow of velocity uc outside the boundary layer and
density p. The projection of the holes' axis on the wall is oriented in
the streamwise direction. The flow field is steady.
The boundary layer of the main flow is assumed to be turbulent with
a thickness 6: i = ) (1)
Contrarotative vortices appear inside the jets and are the characteristic
feature of the flow field. A qualitative description of these vortices
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was given by Keffer and Baines, and the first quantitative description
of them is due to Fearn and Weston.2
2.1 Deflected Jets
2.1.1 Equations of Motion
The equations are written in curvilinear coordinates (Fig. 4).
Each cross section of the jet has an area A., an average velocity uj,
an average density p. and an average temperature T.; B is the angle of
the jet with the horizontal (Fig. 2); E is the entrainment of the main-flow
per unit length of the jet. uT and uN are the tangential and normal
component of the velocity of the main-flow, relative to the jet in the
vicinity of the jet (main-flow velocity induced by the vortices), R is the
local radius of curvature of the jet, cD is the drag coefficient of the jet,
D is the large diameter of the jet.
The equations of motion are:
Equation of Continuity E (2)
Momentum Equation . (~A Aj ELA (3)
Force Equation (normal to the jet)
10. A LA.% 4 PC 0
J R , -E + (4)
(The centrifugal force balances the normal components of the drag acting
on the jet and of the variation of momentum due to the entrainment.)
The force equation can also be written
-itA = EQ+± 4PC 2 D (5)
A dilution parameter in the jet p. is defined as the ratio of main-flow
which has been entrained inside the jet to the initial mass flow of the jet.
Therefore:
dL = E (6)
The average temperature in the jet is given by the equation of energy:
T A LT (7)
If the flow is assumed incompressible,
and
- + (8)
e ti
Equations (2), (3), (5), (6) and (8) are solved in a step-by-step
calculation:
From (5) . 4 (Euk ' D
S+ (1
From (2) A(. 6A ( WP  )+ 4
From (3) A-LAj. ()+ ELA b S
From (6)
__> Ai•÷ • - (jft'.·l.
From (8) ( P __________4
A,-.*+ AAk
2.1.2 Entrainment
The entrainment of the main flow is due partly to the contra-
rotative vortices generated inside the jets and partly to turbulent
diffusion.
According to Ref. 4 the entrainment due to the vortices is
equivalent to a sink singularity concentrated just behind the jet.
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The complex potential of a flow due to a sink of strength E located at
z=a and with a velocity uN, at infinity is:
_Q - 2L Z.-- (9)
with z= x(+ (F+ 3)
If the cross section of the jet remains almost circular, the flow has to
be such that the circle IzI =a is a streamline (Fig. 3). Hence the complex
potential of the flow in presence of a circular cylinder of radius a is
(Ref. 5, p. 422: Image effect of the sink relative to the circle):
L,, (x +0 -a )(
F 1= lA -TA .)L - L 2  (10)
The force acting on a unit length of the jet is given by Blasius formula:4
(11)
This force can also be expressed in terms of a drag coefficient cD:
F c D (12)
From Eqs. (1) and (12);
E FI.t a D
PA4 (13)
This relation between the coefficient of entrainment E1 and the drag
coefficient cD is assumed to be valid even when the cross section of the
jet does not remain circular. In fact the cross section of the jet is
changed from the circle to a characteristic kidney shape:1 the sides of
the jet are shifted downwards faster than the core of the jet because of
a larger mixing with the main flow (Fig. 4). In the calculation it is
assumed that the cross section has an elliptic shape. The drag coefficient
3 cD
of an elliptic cylinder is about 1.8. Hence E -- 1  0.9.
The entrainment due to turbulent diffusion is proportional to
the difference of tangential velocities and to the circumference of the
jet C:
E- EZ I AT- L1 c (14)
According to Ricou and Spalding E2 = 0.08.6 Similar measurements by
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Morton lead to E = 0.116. It is assumed that E = 0.08.
Therefore the entrainment of the main-flow is
E E. UD + /P E I Ur- j (15)
tahd Ea= O.08with
2.1.3 First Section of the Jets
When the jets exhaust from the holes, the lower surface of the
jets is touching the wall in an initial section of the jets (section 1 in
Fig. 5). In this section the main velocity is assumed to be unchanged,
therefore I 1 4T AcosS
1A W Z U LAW (16)
In fact, there is a contraction of the main flow due to the jetsand the
main velocity is increased slightly. This contraction was neglected in the
calculation. In section 1 the jet is turned from 0 to 1 and is squeezed
between the main flow and the wall so that the shape of the cross section
becomes elliptical. The calculation of the shape of the cross section is
carried out in Appendix I.
2.1.4 Creation and Strength of the Contrarotative Vortices
In section 2 of the jet (Fig. 5), the jet is free. The component
of the main-flow velocity normal to the jet in the first cross section of
the free jet (section AB in Fig. 5) is u N=u sin 1 . Two contrarotative
vortices appear inside the jet to balance this normal velocity so that the
boundary of the jet is a streamline (Fig. 6). B and D are the small and
large diameter of the elliptical cross section of the jet. The stream
function in the first free jet cross section is such that
Therefore
where it is assumed that the velocity induced by a curved vortex line is
the same as the one induced by an infinite rectilinear vortex line tangent
to the curved vortex line (the flow starts rotating inside the holes).
By symmetry: WA = 0
The boundary of the jet is a streamline - = 0:
__ SN S /~+Y D r  - T
z Azý-, L y~- CD Y s S+- /2+YTs
.. -,-W•.Y-r hS + D/•- ,4. =0
Point A at the top of the je  is a stagnation point v
Point A at the top of the jet is a stagnation point 
-+ vA
(18)
= 0:
Y ,, S- Yr S+ Y+ r
S 4 - 4 4 , 4- i(+ 19.
(19)
Eliminating r between (18) and (19):
s5_ (,,/- Y,)
S( 2 YT)
(ns>a".(%4 YTt(*S,-IDI-Y+z
S y, S -Y s y.+ Y,, ns-¥-,- +s*Y-
' 1t, T- '4Z+ (So)-+ (h S -y~+ k , (20)% I
(2Z0)
Equation (20) is solved to obtain YT' using a programmable calculator.
Lo +2 Y2
From Eq. (19):
LA S +YT +C 5 ns+YT
(21)
The values of F obtained from this calculation are close to the ones
obtained from the empirical relation given by Fearn and Weston:2
2=1.4 LA Sm4 D. (22)
where it is assumed that only the normal component uj0 sin 30 of the jet
velocity induces some vorticity.
In the configuration studied by Goldstein8 the calculation leads to an
adimensional strength of the vortices:
'-w6 DO
while the application of Fearn and Weston's empirical relation gives:
The difference is only 3%.
2.1.5 Induced Normal Velocity
The damping of the vortices due to viscosity is presented in
Appendix II. It shows that the damping is felt from a distance of about
400 hole diameters. Thereforein the range usually considered in film
cooling (up to 100 hole diameters) the damping can be neglected:
the fluid is assumed inviscid except for the entrainment of main-flow.
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According to Kelvin's circulation theorem the circulation around
any closed material curve is invariant in an inviscid fluid. This can be
applied to curve O in Fig. 7 which encircles half of the jet cross section.
By Stoke's theorem, the vorticity included inside the curve V is invariant:
the strength of the contrarotative vortices is invariant.
Point A at the top of the jet cross section is a stagnation point
in the cross section (Fig. 8). With the notations of Fig. 8 :
+ _ __ s-Yr Y• - _Y_ s % Y
UA- +
Therefore the normal velocity of the main flow induced by the vortices in
the vicinity of the jets is:
(23)
From the conservation of mass flow the horizontal velocity of the main flow
is unchanged, neglecting the increase of the jet cross section area.
Consequently, the velocity of the main flow is deflected downwards from
u to u' such that the normal component is uN (Fig. 9). The tangential
velocity is
cos ( (24)
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2.1.6 Trajectory and Growth of the Jets
The jet centerline is obtained from the equations of motion
(2.1.1) with the entrainment given in (2.1.2) and the normal and tangential
components of the main velocity given in (2.1.5). Because of the normal
velocity induced by the vortices the jets are deflected downwards further
than the horizontal. The jets reattach to the wall along line R (Fig. 10).
The shape of the jets remains the same as long as they are free jets.
If the jets reattach to the wall before touching one another, it is
assumed in the calculation that they continue to grow only in the lateral
direction (Fig. lla). If the jets are in contact with one another before
reattaching, it is assumed that they continue to grow only in the vertical
direction (Fig. llb).
2.1.7 Trajectory of the Vortices
In a cross section of the jet (Fig. 12) the vertical velocity
of a vortex located at (YT, ZT) relative to the jet centerline in curvi-
linear coordinates (Fig. 4) is:
IT 2 Yr $_Zy $ +  Z ÷ lr hs 2. + s+zy
(25)
As
For a step As along the jet centerline, the step in time is At = and
u.
(26)
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From the position of the vortices at a given step, Eq. (23) gives the
value of uN and Eqs. (25) and (26) lead to the position of the vortices
at the next step. Since the location of the vortices in the first free
jet cross section is known [ZT = 0 and YT computed from Eq. (20)],the path
of the vortices is deduced from the trajectory of the jet centerline.
2.1.8 Cooling Effectiveness for Reattached Jets
When the jets are touching the wall, it is assumed that the
laterally averaged wall temperature is the same as the average temperature
of a layer with a thickness equal to the small diameter of the jets.
When the jets are in contact with one another and are touching the wall,
they constitute a layer over the plate (Fig. 13).
The dilution parameter at the beginning of the layer is
Aý (27)
The adiabatic effectiveness of the cooling is defined as
(28)
-T - T (s
with
therefore
/ 1+rg, A(29)
2.2 Layer
When the jets are in contact with the wall and with one another, the
cool flow constitutes a layer over the plate. For the calculation it is
assumed that the initial thickness of the layer is equal to the small
diameter of the last cross section of the jets.
2.2.1 Equations of the Layer
An additional dilution of the main flow in the cool flow occurs
in the layer. A dilution parameter in the layer VIL is defined as the
ratio of main flow which has been entrained inside the layer to the
initial mass flow of the layer.
Equation of continuity:
t/AY L= (4*i L) fPt f . (30)
Conservation of momentum:
(31)
or P L'r.
Equation of energy:
(32)
or ·L,
If the flow is assumed incompressible the equation of energy can
be written:
SPL* (33)
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Substituting Eqs. (31) and (33) into the equation of continuity
(30) leads to:
(34)
2.2.2 Dilution due to the Vortices
The flow is considered inviscid. The velocity
to be tangent to the wall. Therefore the velocity field
one induced by the vortices and their images symmetrical
(Fig. 14).
at the wall has
is the same as the
to the wall
The mass flow of main fluid entering the layer per unit area
due to the vortices only is the same as the mass flow which would leave
the layer in the velocity field induced by the vortices and their wall
images: a
where a is the point of horizontal velocity at the boundary of the layer.
With the notations of Fig. 14:
V Z ___F___145_ Y- Y___K_+_I/* Y_
ZaIA (C V-,,- Yo)t ( (yj- "() - S 1+)LY,)
Mvk*b. 4 6% + 4),5- Yy
[(AL+ 4)5 -Y- Yr](b eT'ý t A* i I S - Y+ YO~
tS ÷Y- YT - s + y+ Y r_
(hS+Y- + (k*+l (4% S+ Y+ YT)'+ (At+ a
L ,I'4s- Y- Yr ()+4) s Y+ Y" gC&•,*4)s-y- Y,1 "ct(t•" , y +
(36)
and O= Lo (nS+h+ + '~t
1 S I [ h ,s 1- YT ,
+ ' -
N't %I S + Y )LbTarf I+i,)
(37)
If YT , a = YT by symmetry.
It is assumed that a - Y even if Y # -s
T T 2
Therefore
e rr A= 5L (( +•),•. +(h. .e.
(38)
2.2.3 Dilution due to Turbulence
According to Fick's law, the mass flux entrained into the layer by
turbulence is:
d .e, - - 1 Dý rd s dx
(39)
ac
where c is the concentration of main fluid and grad c= -
8z
The turbulent diffusion coefficient D and the turbulent viscosity
can be expressed in terms of a mixing length of velocity km
and a mixing length of concentration 2 (mixing length theory):
m, c
I-= e,€ V (40)
L~~)(~e· 1·SSrSL~~trr~+ )
and
wher e
V P e, v, V
Vl: e, i "• a
(41)
(42)
is the turbulent velocity.
The turbulent Schmidt number is
%-A
~.t
M4. CA&
*e4
.eA.IIII
(43)
) 1A
and
(am~i,-Ip
e . i rao\ C dX
(44)
For a flow in a layer of thickness h over a wall the mixing length Rm is
given by the Escudier formula (Ref. 9, p. 29):
a z 2.4 >1 a
>E 2. 0 o, o. , (45)
While the turbulent Schmidt number is (Ref. 9, p.55):
C37 \.75 - \.25 
It is assumed that the velocity profile in the layer is of the form
z - , M 00
(46)
(47)
Therefore
%A~
For zz
b9 <• o, zz eL442?
For > o.aZ/
o.41 1 C --
h
0. 09 1A 0 6
h
The average value of
1 A I
2
m iu
3zu in the layer is:
u,+ o.€ h
I . +S
+ 0. o0.h o (
'<IS - 1~- k-
with I• z = h
__t 0.4O Z Vak ~1o 'S+ .oo -
\.75-/. 0. ; 1.75 1.25- L
Outside the layer c = 1 (concentration of main fluid). Inside the layer,
the overall dilution parameter is the ratio of fluid originating from the
main flow to the fluid originating from the holes:
P= +?L (p(.+bPF))= /iF fL 4 L(49)
(49)
'I
(48)
kkI
(A k
Ti
and the average concentration of main fluid is:
+ 1P (50)
The concentration profile is similar to the temperature profile over an
adiabatic plate (Fig. 15) (heat and mass transfer analogy). It has an
inflection point at a distance hI from the wall (explained below in 2.2.7).
The average concentration can be approximated:
. XA-
mC , hh.J)
and - g-- C
zh + (51)
Substituting Eqs. (48) and (51) into (44), the mass flux entrained into
the layer by turbulence is
e/L + X (52)
with
Lo- 61)o c.
(53)
K(4)= o. oC4, k(3= 0.o00373 , (S)=o.oo4.7,
K(7)m= Q.QO\85
--- \( o.5z353 - 0o.o32oSI ~ +o.oo•S= 5 n ooo3 R
(54)
2.2.4 Overall Dilution
In a step Ax the mass flow of main fluid entering the layer by
vortical and turbulent mixing is:
SX (55)
where ý is given by Eq. (38) and
by Eqs. (52) and (53).
The variation of the layer dilution parameter p L is such that
(-LA GLo A a (56)
2.2.5 Velocity Profile
The average velocity in the layer uL is given by the conservation
of momentum (31) neglecting the wall friction. The effect of the wall
friction is to induce a velocity profile which is assumed to be of the
form
a ( k (57)
If uL = Uoo the layer is a boundary layer of thickness h and the velocity
profile is assumed to be a turbulent one:
(58)
It is assumed that the ratio of average velocities deduced from (57) and
(58) is equal to uL/Iu:
Therefore (59)
h -
Substituting the expression (31) of uL into (59):
0 7 Z• (60)
If ULO < uo '0 t is increasing
from n - to 7
SL4A
when j1L is very large (Fig. 16), and if uLO > um 1 is decreasing from
n0 to 7.
2.2.6 Trajectory of the Vortices
The fluid inside the layer cannot leave the layer. Hence,
the vertical velocity of a fluid particle inside the layer near the upper
surface of the layer cannot be larger than the growing speed of the layer
which is very small. Therefore the velocity of this fluid particle in the
cross section is almost horizontal.
In order to have an horizontal velocity at the surface,
the velocity field inside the layer is the same as the one induced by the
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vortices and their symmetric images relative to the wall and relative to
the upper line of the layer, and also by the symmetric images of those.
The velocity field is induced by an infinity of double rows of vortices
at a distance 2h from one another (Fig. 17).
The velocity of a vortex located at (YT, ZT) due to the other vortices is:
S- I _ _ _Z~~i~ ii+ d ,tZy~
L.\ s- a )<)
4 1+
+ ( L('5i kST> ' Z. (I - F
3=1
(-- a tr
) T'•?- • -+W•
+
~(6) 1ZT)
Ts~~j + YT)2 + S)~jL-r~;(S)
R:T t) _2~h T)
I~i/ aT + +ZZYj1j z +~jf (is- 2YT)
+27+T) + s))
( 61)
~
I
Z-Yt
_ %-
ZT +ZYT2
r
(~* $-YT|
is- Z Y-
+ s+zy,
_ s- . zY,.
(2%- "T
+±
L (9h-)t Yr 2. 2. (t4 ~ ~
1?z - ~4~LZ'4
cz(ýJ-er)]r- (ýS+ Z'r )Z
z(;ZS + Z yT
s- y•,
[Z(~&~rjj+ S-~Y~
t5s + .YT
(62)
In practice it is sufficient to consider a row of a finite
number of vortices and their symmetric images relative to the wall and
the upper surface of the layer.
andc
v-X
L•- zY /
d=\
Lr\
..
Because the vortex A in Fig. 18 is near the wall at the beginning
of the layer, it is first deviated to the left by its symmetric image
relative to the wall)then upwards by its left neighbor, then to the right
by its symmetric image relative to the upper surface of the layer, then
downwards by its right neighbor (Fig. 18). If the layer was not growing
the projection of the path of the vortex in the cross section would be
closed. Because the layer is growing the vortex is on an ascending spiral
inside the layer (Fig. 19). Far away from the holes, the vortices are
equidistant and at half the height of the layer (then the vortices pattern
is symmetrical and the velocities induced by the vortices cancel one
another).
2.2.7 Film Cooling Effectiveness
The adiabatic film cooling effectiveness of the layer is
defined as
S"T--T" i T---Tv• T-- TL_
TT-TLT-T. - a T- TO
T-. TL (63)
where 10 is the effectiveness at the beginning of the layer. If there was
no wall, the concentration profile or the temperature profile would be
symmetrical (Fig. 20a). Because of the presence of the wall the diffusion
of fluid particles is not symmetrical and there is a reflection at the
wall (Fig. 20b). Therefore, the concentration or temperature profiles
have an inflection point at a distance hI from the wall which is moving
upwards.
h
When h is very large h I = . At the beginning of the layer
it is assumed that h = 0.7 h . Therefore,
1h~ 0.2 V% + 0.5 b (64)
The temperature profiles are shown in Fig. 21. The average
temperature in the layer is approximated by
T_ -L
TL= rr--
(65)
and the adiabatic effectiveness is:
h -, T- TL.
replacing TL by its expression (32):
An isothermal effectiveness can also be defined as
(66)
where Qc is the heat transfer with cooling and Q0 is
without cooling. The heat transfer rate is
. "IS /
t
W.
ISO
where h is the heat transfer coefficient and T
temperature.
(67)
the heat transfer
(68)
he isothermal wall
G~ \ T
- , hL
The relation between the isothermal effectiveness and the adiabatic
effectiveness is:
SC T- T
1+k, Tý T\W,
(69)
where h and h0 are the heat transfer coefficients
c 0
2.2.8 Extension for Multirow Holes
The adiabatic film cooling effectiveness
and
with and without cooling.
for one row of holes is:
q T- T
~T-
(70)
(71)
In the case of the election from multirow holes, it is assumed
that the layers of fluid coming from the different rows are superposed
(Fig. 22) so that it is as if the nth row was ejecting into a main flow
at temperature T
aw 1
Therefore
70, Ti
WA, 0. WAA, TSQ)i, (72)
L~ft 
- I
For a double row:
T T
and =" (T--o)
and
(73)
Suppose that
then ,, 4 (-r•,, .Tl )
therefore
1A( j• IC )+...+°j(-7p) I(74)
CHAPTER III
APPLICATION OF THE ANALYSIS
3.1 Jet Trajectory, Growth of the Layer and Path of the Vortices
The calculation has been made for the cases presented recently by
Goldstein.8 It includes the results presented in Ref. 10. The spacing
between the holes is 3 hole diameters, the angle of ejection is 35 degree
and the density velocity ratio defined as
mo (75)
is 0.5.
Since the density ratio j0 is about 0.85, the velocity ratio j
p uc
is about 0.59.
When the ratio ot the boundary layer thickness to the hole diameter
is 0.245, the jet trajectory and the path of the vortices inside the jets
are presented in Fig. 22. The reattachment to the wall is found at a
distance of 4.35 hole diameters from the holes. The growth of the layer
and the path of the vortices inside the layer are presented in Fig. 23
for the same case. At the bottom of the figure the projection of the path
of the vortices in the cross section of the layer shows that the vortices
have an helicoidal motion inside the layer.
3.2 Film Cooling Effectiveness
The calculated film cooling effectiveness compared to the experimental
results for the case described above (Goldstein's case) is presented in
Fig. 24. The calculated curve isabove the experimental results of average
film cooling effectiveness near the reattachment, but the agreement is
good at a certain distance from the reattachment.
The calculation has also been done for some cases presented by
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Liess. The geometric configuration is the same as for Goldstein's case
(s= 3DO and 8=350 ). Two curves are presented in Fig. 25, where the
ratio of the boundary layer thickness to the hole diameter is 0.174:
one for the density velocity ratio m= 0.31 ( 0 = 0.742 and -' = 0.418)
0  u
and the other for m=0.70 ( = 0.769 and -j0 = 0.910). In these cases
p u
the agreement between the calculation and the experimental results is
good except very near the injection (up to 5 hole diameters).
Two cases presented recently by Sasakil2 were also calculated.
The spacing between the holes is 3 hole diameters, the ejection angle is
450, the ratio of the boundary layer thickness to the hole diameter is
0.104, and the density ratio is - 0 = 0.94. Two curves are shown in
u
Fig. 26: one for a density velocity ratio, m=0.27 ( - = 0.29), and the
u
other for m= 0.54 ( = 0.57). The agreement between the calculation
u
and the experimental results is good except very near the injection point.
The model is not very accurate near the injection because the velocity
profile inside the tubes has been assumed constant. In fact, the low
momentum fluid coming from near the wall in the tubes is deflected much
more rapidly by the main flow than the core fluid and increases the
cooling effectiveness near the injection.
3.3 Distance of Reattachment
The calculated distances xR between the holes and the reattachment
point in the different cases presented above are as follow:
Goldstein: *- 3*3
DO
_ 0 o, 1 75
D. 0
Liess:
0033
t= 0o. 31
wP = 0.70
Sasaki: S
DO
V" -. O5
. W . 13
S_. =. 35
p0
-. = i .. a174-
DoS~R _- =2.75
Do
I') X_• = 3. BCDo
-5* 3,8
These results show that the distance between the holes and the reattachment
point increases when m increases (more penetration of the jets) and also
when 6/DO increases (less deflection of the jets).
S .= 3#
Do-
M.= 0,574
oa- 35*
(J,-4
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
When the jets exhaust from the holes, a pair of contrarotative
vortices appears inside each jet. There is a mixing of the main fluid
with the jets due partly to these vortices and partly to turbulence.
If the momentum of the jets is not too large, the jets reattach to the
wall. When the jets have reattached and are contiguous, they constitute
a layer over the plate.
The equations of conservation of mass, momentum and energy are solved
for the average velocity and temperature of the cross section of the jets
and of the layer. The velocity and temperature profiles inside the layer
are deduced from these average values. The model presented is in good
agreement with the experimental results except very near the injection.
The low momentum fluid coming from the tubes is deflected much more
rapidly than the core fluid: there is always some cool flow over the
plate, even if the cores of the jets have not reattached to the plate.
Hence, the cooling effectiveness is not zero under the jets before they
reattach. An improved version of the model should include the velocity
profile inside the holes.
APPENDIX I
CALCULATION OF THE SHAPE OF THE CROSS SECTION
The deformation of the cross section of the jet occurs in the first
section of the jet, when the jet is squeezed between the main flow and
the wall. In each cross section the jet has to go over points A and B
in Fig. 28.
XAt  = X+ Z n (A.1)
The section of the hole by the plate is an ellipse of small diameter DO
and large diameter D /sin B0 ; hence
×2L Y_, . .%_00 +
D0  4-
YV -0 XAS (A.2)
At each step, a first calculation is done neglecting the wall: the center
of the jet is at a distance Fi=  from the wall in the cross section1 cos B
(Fig. 29). If the cross section remains similar and the jet is lifted in order to
go over points A and B, the center of the jet would be at a distance (0
from the wall such that
4 D4% -; (A.3)
where B1 and D1 are the small and large diameters of the cross section
assumed similar to the preceeding one.
It is assumed that the jet is partly lifted and partly squeezed,
so that the center of the jet is at a distance from the wall 5,
between E0 and (1
(A.4)
It is assumed that a = 0.4. The small diameter of the deformed cross
B
section is B = B1 - 2(5 0 - ý ) and the large diameter is D = D- in order
to have the same area of the cross section. When the jet is free, it is
assumed for the calculation that the cross section remains similar.
In fact, the sides of the jet are deflected downwards faster than the
core of the jet because of the mixing with the main flow, so that the
cross section of the jet has a characteristic kidney shape (Fig. 4).
APPENDIX II
DAMPING OF THE VORTICES DUE TO VISCOSITY
A concentrated vortex of strength r0 is created in a moving, incom-
pressible, viscous flow. The equation of diffusion of vorticity is (Ref. 5)
D (A.5)
where V is the kinematic viscosity (v=-) and w the distribution of
vorticity.
The solution of (A.5) is:
(A.6)
where r is the radial distance in the cross section and t is the time spent
by the vortex between the emission and the cross section which is studied
(Fig. 30):
/J ds
o (A.7)
The vorticity distribution is:
S2.
Re-A 4 LV Do D
where Re 0 is the Reynolds number based on the hole diameter;
Rea, =  u6 Do
All the neighbors of a vortex A (Fig. 31) are rotating in the opposite
direction. Because they are symmetric images of the vortex A, the total
vorticity is zero at the boundary of surface S in Fig. 31: the vorticity
diffused from two contrarotating vortices, cancels on their line of
symmetry. The vorticity on surface S in Fig. 31, due to all the vortices,
w(r) A S (A.9)
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where erf is the error function.
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The application of formula (A.13) to the case studied by Goldstein
leads to:
x =  100 DO
x =  400 DO
x = 1,000 D O
F0
S-• 0.99 P0
F 
- 0.84 r0
(A.12)
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FIG. 1: EJECTION CONFIGURATION
FIG 2: JET PARAMETERS
FIG 3: STREAMLINE DUE TO A SINK SINGULARITY BEHIND A CYLINDER
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FIG, 4: JET CROSS SECTION AND CURVILINEAR COORDINATES
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FIG. 21: TEMPERATURE PROFILES IN THE LAYER
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FIG, 22: FILM COOLING FOR MULTIROW HOLES
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FIG, 25: FILM COOLING EFFECTIVENESS (GOLDSTEIN CONDITIONS)
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FIG, 27: FILM COOLING EFFECTIVENESS
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FIG, 28: DEFORMATION OF THE JET CROSS SECTION
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FIG. 29: DEFORMED JET CROSS SECTION NEAR THE HOLES
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FIG. 30: DIFFUSION OF A VORTEX IN A MOVING FLOW
FIG. 31: DAMPING OF THE VORTICES
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